TO:

The Hon Robert-Carl: Katter. (07)40616566, (07)47430189, (02)62778558

FROM:

Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts. 180 Haven Road, Pullenvale QLD 4069
04 1964 2379, malcolmr@conscious.com.au

DATE:

Sunday, October 09, 2011

SUBJECT:

Proven deliberate misrepresentations of climate science

Dear The Hon Robert-Carl: Katter.
Government climate policy is based on reports by the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (UN IPCC). Following the Climategate scandal, a review of IPCC
policies and procedures was conducted by the international Inter Academy Council, IAC.
So critical is the body of the Council’s report, it’s impossible for anyone to know which, if
any, IPCC statements can be believed. There is no basis for taxing carbon dioxide, CO2.
The PM’s own Multi Party Climate Change Committee was apparently misled.
In replies to my request for evidence proving human production of carbon dioxide
caused Earth’s latest modest period of cyclic warming that ended around 1998, the
CSIRO Chief Executive and Group Executive—Environment both failed to provide any
proof. My similar request for proof from The Chief Scientist failed to produce proof.
My request of the Australian Academy of Science failed to produce any proof
despite attempted assistance from Rob Oakeshott. He was advised of these failures.
For material supporting my statements, please visit sections 6 (Political scam exposed)
and 1 (Scientific Untruths) of this volunteer site: http://www.galileomovement.com.au.
This fax’s text and your response will soon be presented for public display on Section 6.
Australians were invited to make submissions to the "Inquiry into Australia's Clean
Energy Future". People were given only 7 days to submit. Over 4,000 submissions were
received. Only 73 have been accepted as submissions and published. The remainder have
been classified as correspondence. Yet parliament’s web site says: “There is no
prescribed form for a submission to a parliamentary committee.” The Deputy Chair is
Christine Milne. http://www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/jscacefl/index.htm
I can assist you to act on this information and am available to meet you at my expense in
Canberra before the vote on the carbon dioxide tax scheduled for Wednesday, October
12, 2011. Subject to timing I can bring experts investigating corruption of science.
You have been notified of deceptions. Julia Gillard dumped the CPRS. She entered the
Lodge and broke her promise to Australia. Both major parties deceive by advocating
action on carbon dioxide. Please vote against any tax on CO2 and demand inquiry into
the deliberate misrepresentation of science. Best wishes for success with your new party.
Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.
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